Manager, Forestry and Logging
Green Value Management Ltd.
5986 Emscote Drive,
Halifax, NS B3H 1B3, Canada

Job Type: Permanent, Full-time
Salary: $36.00 to $40.00 /hour
Bonuses: mileage paid; vehicle supplied by employer; incremental wage raises negotiable
Language of work: English, German

The required education, work experience and additional skills are mandatory for this position.

Required Education:
- Bachelor of forest sciences and forest ecology
  - the subjects forest economics, forest physiology, sustainable forest practices and GIS are essential for this job position. They must be completed with 2.0 or better.
- governmental approved forest inspector (professional degree)

Required Work Experience:
- at least one year of work experience for a governmental, sustainable forest management institution as well as one year of work experience in a forest management company in Nova Scotia.

Required Additional Skills:
- German language skills are essential. One part of the duties for this position are reporting to our customers and direct contact whenever needed. Our customers are currently exclusively German and Swiss woodlot owners. The reporting must be in their first language. Not all of our customers have sufficient English knowledges.
- valid drivers license
- you must be reliable, organized, accurate, value ethics, have a good work ethic, client focused, a team player, excellent in communication and have good interpersonal skills

Job Description and Responsibilities:
- The job will be about 50% office work and 50% on site. The office is located in the City of Halifax, the forest all over the south-west of Nova Scotia within a 4-hour-range of Halifax.
- You will spend a fair amount of time outdoors and must be comfortable with cold, wet, hot and sometimes extreme weather conditions as well as being alone in remote areas.
- You will be responsible for the sustainable management of our customer’s forests. This includes planning, execution and control of corresponding forest practices, as well as cooperating with sawmills, Canadian woodlot owners and local silviculture-, tree nursery-, trucking- and logging companies.
--Those forest practices include the knowledge of site requirements, growth cycles, reaction to competition and physiologic characteristics of each tree species native to Nova Scotia, management strategies for each type of forest, know natural regeneration strategies, be familiar with the crop tree management concept etc.
- You will also have to report to our overseas clients in their first language, acquire new customers and maintain our GIS program.
- Besides you will be responsible for the examination of the strategic direction of the company and job recruitment and be our representative in Canada and act on behalf of the company

For further information visit
www.greenvalue.ca

Please apply at:
Georg von Puttkamer
gp@greenvalue.ca